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Abstract—The present paper demonstrates the teaching approach in programming basics course for novices: schoolchildren of different ages and schoolteachers. This programming course was developed at the Institute of Informatics at Tallinn University of Technology in Tallinn, Estonia and it based on many years experience in teaching programming for non-IT first year students. The main aim of the chosen teaching approach in the course is to raise the motivation and keep the learners’ interest in programming field on the high level. The idea of developed teaching technique is the implementation of the visual programming before a serious textual coding. Furthermore, authors suggest readers some ways and methods to overcome learners’ difficulties in the first stage in a textual coding.
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1 Introduction

In recent years has greatly increased the interest in Computer Science, particularly at secondary schools. In this regard, several countries have carried out thorough investigations of the use of information technology and courses on Computer Science in different educational institutions, which analyses have shown that most of the courses do not meet learners’ needs. As a result, several new curricula have been proposed to improve the situation.

In 2011 the new CS standard, "CSTA K-12 Computer Science Standards" was created in USA [1]. It sets out the basic requirements for the various areas and levels of the CS curricula. A number of courses and subject syllabuses were created on this basis. One of the most outstanding is the new CS syllabus “AP Computer Science Principles” [2] created under the support of US National Science Foundation (NSF).

Documents mentioned above are based on the concept of "Computational Thinking" [3], [4], which defines general principles for describing the problems and solving them by means of software systems, including such concepts as abstraction and mod-
eling, algorithms, data and information, programming, communicating and collaborating. A large part of the concepts is related to algorithms and programming [5].

In 2012 a comprehensive study "Shut down or restart?" was published by The Royal Society UK [6]. The research brought out significant shortcomings and offered ways to solve them. "Computer Science: A Curriculum for Schools" was set up and published, where "Computational Thinking" is the main idea. Starting from September 2014 the course Computing (Computer Science + Information Technology + Digital Literacy) is included in the United Kingdom schools curricula [7].

In this paper, presenting teaching approach to the programming course for novices, authors use the principles introduced above and tries to implement them in the best possible ways.

2 Basics of Applications Development and Programming

Computer Science is necessary at modern schools for nowadays children. Results of the research [8] provide strong evidence to justify learning Computer Science in middle schools. The improvements in learning, teaching efficiency, and affective factors are easily discerned in the transition to secondary school Computer Science.

Speaking about programming for beginners in Estonia, it should be noted that the non-mandatory course ‘Basics of Applications Development and Programming’ has been included in the curriculum of Estonian secondary schools starting from year 2011. The course was created based on the experience of Department of Informatics at Tallinn University of Technology in teaching students for many years and the approach takes into account their main challenges in the beginning of the programming study. In considered course development authors and educators try to keep up with the times and trends in computer education as [9], [10].

2.1 The course structure

‘Basics of Applications Development and Programming’ practical school course duration is 35 hours, basic tools there are Scratch [11], [12], Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) and Python [13]. The course consists of three components:

- **methods and tools for creating applications**: learners get the information about modern and in demand programming languages in the world.
- **modelling and algorithmic principles**: learners get theoretical knowledge about models and algorithms building and try to compose their first models in practice using UML (Unified Modelling Language) basics and Scratch.
- **programming bases**: learners get practical knowledge in more serious programming in Scratch and after there is textual coding using Python and/or VBA.
2.2 The learning process

The course starts with UML basics and creating applications in popular visual environment Scratch. Creating applications in this environment, pupils learn the programming foundations and get their own ideas for further programs. On this learning stage students often receive simple programs for further development. The whole class gets the same program or blank of the program with a certain scenario. The task of the students is to develop and complete the received application.

The next learning step is the textual coding using Python and/or VBA. The choice of the programming language depends on learners’ needs, prior knowledge and skills. On the beginning of this stage pupils try to solve the same tasks as they were solved using Scratch. At this stage the syntax of the language is the most difficult subject for them. After, when it is clear, learners write their own programs or solve tasks that are more difficult.

2.3 The course directions

Thus, lecturers of the Department of Informatics at Tallinn University of Technology created and constantly develop the following programming courses for beginners:

- ‘Programming basics’ for children from 10 to 14 years.
- ‘Basics of Applications Development and Programming’ for school pupils from 15 to 18 years;
- ‘Basics of Applications Development and Programming’ for schoolteachers;

The first Programming Basics course is addressed to the younger generation with the aim to kindle their interest to IT and particularly to programming. Due to the age and level of knowledge learners of this course create applications only in visual environment Scratch. However, it should be noted that sometimes we meet primary school pupils, who already build interesting applications and games in Scratch and have very good knowledge in Python. For such pupils we try to compose special individual curriculum to keep their interest in study in this age group. Unfortunately, they cannot take part in a course for the next age group due to lack of necessary knowledge in mathematics. This special curriculum consists of the tasks, which can develop pupils’ logical thinking and keep their motivation for the further learning.

The second course is aimed to learners, who are already interested in programming and want to enhance their knowledge. This course is dedicated to more serious mathematical tasks and complicated games. Often at this stage, students already have their own ideas and just need help in their implementation. This age group works mostly independently or in small groups. However, our main aim there is to order and systematize their knowledge for successful further teaching and learning.

The last one, for schoolteachers, is dedicated to didactic problems and their solutions. The main tools here are Scratch, VBA and Python. The volume of each of these components varies within 35 hours depending on the level of knowledge and skills, as well as the needs of learners. Scratch course for teachers and its outcomes are demon-
strated in [14]. Similar approach can be found in two-day workshop for teachers, which is described in article [15].

2.4 Learning and teaching materials

For named programming courses new learning materials [16], [17], [18] were specially developed at the Department of Informatics at Tallinn University of Technology. The short report about Scratch in TUT this paper reader can find in the presentation [19] from Scratch Conference 2013 [20].

For those learners who are interested in Scratch and want to develop their computational thinking, free/open-source web application Dr.Scratch [21] was designed in Spain [22]. Learners and instructors can use this tool to analyze Scratch projects and receive feedback on the quality of the programs [23].

Authors of this paper suggest to teachers, who are new in the teaching of Computing, to read the article [24]. This study is able to offer guidance to teachers on how develop their Computing teaching skills. In addition, schoolteachers can familiarize with paper aimed to propose e-Learning model as an educational concept to teach introduction to programming for secondary school learners [25]. The objective of this model is to determine the components involved by applying collaborative learning in e-Learning, to enhance students’ motivation and understanding in the subject Information and Communication Technology, specifically in topic introduction to programming. In addition, authors could suggest to Scratch teachers ScratchEd community [26]. This is an online community where Scratch educators share stories, exchange resources, ask questions and find people.

2.5 The course promotion

Unfortunately, there are no enough teachers for teaching this course in Estonia. It is the biggest problem in named course promotion.

In order to use and develop this new course and after get good results in teaching pupils the first need is to teach schoolteachers. At the present moment the majority of Estonian schoolteachers do not use knowledge of programming or very often do not have it.

Furthermore, primary and secondary schoolteachers are also very interested in using Scratch for teaching pupils but they have lack of knowledge and experience.

People often do a mistake that such environments as Scratch is only for programmers, teachers of Computer Science or for interested children. It is one more reason to show to schoolteachers how they can use Scratch for all school subjects for making their teaching process more attractive and dynamic for modern children [27].

That is why now TUT Department of Informatics is teaching Scratch for schoolteachers. This course is much deeper than Scratch courses for students because it has more methodical and didactic problems and tasks related to different subjects. Educators are using different methods of teaching, like group works, lessons-presentations and making curricula for future work.
After the first part of the course, Scratch programming, those schoolteachers, who are interested in programming, can continue their learning with Python and/or VBA. Often they choose both programming languages with the aim to improve their skills and provide their pupils with quality knowledge.

3 Several tricks for motivation

It should be noted that some learners lose their interest and motivation after the first failure in textual coding. We often face this problem during the above-mentioned courses. Regardless of age, most learners are acutely experiencing mistakes and setbacks. The consequences of this is the lack of motivation for further studies. The course instructors’ main aim there is always to be ready to help and try to avoid this situation.

To raise and keep students’ motivation in the learning process it is necessary to make the routine learning process more attractive and dynamic for them [28], [29]. A research into the motivations of students for studying programming is described in the article [30]. Results raise a number of questions for the teaching of programming. Achievements of the study in learning motivation indicate that teachers need to provide opportunities for students to develop their thinking [31].

The best way to interest and involve students in the learning process - their active participation in it. It is necessary to mention here that active learning can support learners‘ development of the four capacities in many ways. For example, they can develop as:

- successful learners through using their imagination and creativity, tackling new experiences and learning from them, and developing important skills including literacy and numeracy through exploring and investigating while following their own interests
- confident individuals through succeeding in their activities, having the satisfaction of a task accomplished, learning about bouncing back from setbacks, and dealing safely with risk
- responsible citizens through encountering different ways of seeing the world, learning to share and give and take, learning to respect themselves and others, and taking part in making decisions
- effective contributors through interacting together in leading or supporting roles, tackling problems, extending communication skills, taking part in sustained talking and thinking, and respecting the opinions of others [32].

In the current section of the paper authors, relying on literature and personal experience suggest some ways for making programming more engaging with the aim of raising their interest.
3.1 Independent e-learning

All above-mentioned programming courses are realized in Moodle [33] e-environment. Authors have chosen Moodle for learning and teaching for three reasons:

- Moodle is increasingly used in schools and universities
- Moodle is used in Tallinn University of Technology
- Moodle continuously develops.

Learners work there independently. This independent learners’ work mostly consists of grasping the new material, taking self-tests and other learning tasks.

**Learning new material.** For better understanding, the theoretical material should be presented to novices in simple and clear forms. A multitude of books and any other materials not mean that they are useful for students; moreover, this can be intimidating for the beginners.

During programming courses development and evolution authors have been trying to adapt theoretical teaching materials for the e-environment and deliver it to learners in most suitable forms. The main conclusions here are to provide students with small portions of the learning material and maximally visualize them. In this context, a small portion does not mean that learners will lack some knowledge – it means that they are provided with well-filtered materials, which are adapted to beginners. A great role here is played by short teaching videos that explain the main programming concepts and usage cases.

**Self-examination of knowledge.** After each new topic learners have to fulfil corresponding tests. Modern testing systems provide the course instructors with a variety of test types and, using them in the course authors have worked out a test system, which uses tasks similar to the pre-prepared program tasks.

As experience shows, the most effective type of the test, which greatly helps learners, is “fill in the gaps” type. Pupils get the problem description and the corresponding program text with some gaps and their task is to fill in gaps and check their results afterwards. Doing this, they learn the syntax and learn to understand the algorithm.

In addition, tests where students have to make the program text out of sentences and arrange them in the correct order, teach students to see and understand a model of the proposed tasks.

It is very useful for the beginners to check and correct their classmates’ programs. This activity develops such an important skill as the ability to read and understand a code written by another person. Moodle environment provides teachers with this opportunity and they periodically use it in the course.

It should be mentioned that learners’ independent work in Moodle is divided into stages, which are ordered and a transition to the next stage is possible only after finishing the previous one. Such course construction helps the course teachers to monitor the current situation in students’ knowledge. Moreover, such system brings a competitive note into the learning process and makes it more attractive.
3.2 Contact lessons

Practice is one of the most important steps in learning the art of computer programming [34]. It should not be expected from the beginners that they immediately start to write a program code after the first explanations. The best option here is a simple copying task from the teacher’s screen projected on the board. During this copying students do not think about why it is so, their interests are limited to the fact that they need to copy some text on time and afterwards check whether the program works. It is great if they are able to do it on their own, however, usually students are not able to check and correct it due to incomprehension of the solution. To make the situation more positive, authors has worked out some strategies that can help to involve students in the coding process during face-to-face lessons.

Start from Scratch. It should be mentioned that during programming courses, the majority of the created applications are small games that learners can play – one more motivating factor. Using Scratch, students make games and within the process, learn to understand their algorithms. Scratch gives an opportunity to test and, if necessary, correct the algorithm immediately without thinking about the syntax. Afterwards, when an algorithm is already clear, it is simple to translate it to VBA or Python, concurrently learning the syntax. Thus, a teaching tool like Scratch already adds an element of attractiveness to the course. Paper [35] suggests the effectiveness of similar approach to reduce initial difficulties for freshmen learning programming concepts.

Keep attention - learn through the game. As a group-work assignment during a face-to-face lesson it is possible to offer learners a possibility to play a game: they have the algorithm of a program and each student in the class should write one line in the code. The named method is quite controversial, but it is useful at the beginning of coding, when students just learn the basics. Afterwards, when each student has his/her own programming style, it is not so useful. However, it teaches to understand others’ manners and proves and demonstrates why one solution can be better and more logical than another.

It should be noted that this is important knowledge in any subject, not only in programming. In addition, this game greatly helps teachers to maintain a high level of students’ attention during the lesson.

Find and fix mistakes. The next assignment for students, which are successfully applied, especially before practical tests, is correction of mistakes in a program text. As usual, students have their task descriptions and a ready program, which does not work at all or does not work properly. The number of mistakes is also known. The mistakes are different: from simple misprints to syntax or logical errors. As the authors’ experience shows, such assignments are useful if offered as pair work. Here the group work skills are developing among students and they learn to understand the program code. Besides, in such a way students learn the syntax by discussing it.

When new theoretical material is explained, the course teachers often use ready-made programs to introduce some topics to learners. In such a case, it is advisable to prepare, in advance, some mistakes in the code and within the discussion, correct them together with students. This way, new concepts are assimilated much better and
students learn to respond to different types of errors and afterwards are not afraid of them.

The teaching strategies mentioned above are the main types that authors apply in programming courses and they are aimed at raising students’ interest in the programming subject by better engaging them into the learning process. As students’ feedback shows, these methods work and bring positive results. It is necessary to apply different strategies in teaching, not only in programming, with the aim of varying students’ learning and educators teaching experience and style.

4 Discussion

After TUT programming courses and applied techniques description it is necessary to give an overview of other programming courses, which use Scratch for teaching. This overview should help readers to recognize the differences between them and the course, which is described in this paper.

4.1 Scratch courses in the world

Currently a variety of the programming courses for novices is developed in the world. Some of them are free, some are not; some courses are online, some are using blended learning principles. They all are different, but programming using Scratch is their main principle. It is not possible to describe and analyze all the courses in the current research, however consider some of them.

Firstly, Harvard University new programming course CS50, which was launched in autumn 2015 [36]. This course considers C programming language foundations based on some Scratch blocks, which help to understand main programming principles. Scratch is used there during the first 2 weeks.

Secondly ‘A Computer Science Principles Course’ [37], developed by the UTeach Institute at The University of Texas at Austin. Summary table [38] shows that one of the programming environments of this course is Scratch.

In addition is worth paying attention that Snap! - Scratch language implementation is one of the programming environments in the course ‘The Beauty and Joy of Computing’ developed at the University of California, Berkeley [39].

Free online short course – ‘Scratch - Teach Computer Programming in Schools’ [40] introduces learners to Scratch and its advantages in an educational setting, reviews the features and functions of the Scratch interface, and how to program using the Scratch software application.

‘Introduction to Programming with Scratch in Education’ course [41] at the University of Northern Iowa takes learners through the ins and outs of programming with Scratch and prepare for introducing students to Scratch.

The course ‘Code Yourself! An Introduction to Programming’ teaches learners how to program in Scratch, an easy to use visual programming language. More importantly, it introduces learners to the fundamental principles of computing and it helps them think like a software engineer [42].
One more course, which could be mentioned is free online course from Harvey Mudd College – ‘Programming in Scratch’ [43]. It should be noted that separate Python course [44] could be found there as well.

More different programming courses this paper reader can find in: [45], [46], [47], [48].

4.2 Scratch courses in Estonia

In Estonia there are not so many programming courses for novices, which use Scratch for teaching.

The University of Tartu has developed Scratch teaching material for students [49]. This educational material consists of fourteen units, which cover the main Scratch topics. Short videos with explanations and practical assignments are used there.

In addition there is one more ‘Scratch’ course [50], which consists of four parts with short videos, text materials and practical assignments.

Short report, which includes information about programming courses in Estonia can be founded in [51].

4.3 Analysis

The above-mentioned review shows that programming courses can be divided into two types:

• courses, which include Scratch as the main programming tool
• courses, which include Scratch (more precisely, its elements) as the introductive tool to a serious textual coding.

The first type has been mainly developed to meet the interests of younger students. No previous programming skills are required there. In these courses, elementary school students are introduced to fundamental programming concepts. Students learn how to create animations, computer games, and interactive projects using Scratch. Throughout these courses students create their own computer games and share them with their instructors and classmates.

The number of courses of the second type is far less. Those courses are aimed to university students and include some Scratch blocks for visual explanation of the basics programming concepts.

The teaching approach to the programming course, which is described in current paper, is slightly different. Despite the fact that the course ‘Basics of Applications Development and Programming’ is also an introduction to programming the main aim there is to develop students’ algorithmic thinking using certain programming tools.

The TUT programming course combines four programming environments: UML, Scratch, Python and VBA, which proportions vary depending on the age of pupils, their level of knowledge and skills. Moreover, this course is able to be of interest to learners of all ages from 10 years.
Practical assignments also vary depending on the audience, however the teaching algorithm is the same: students construct models of the tasks and try to solve them using aforementioned environments. This approach focuses mostly on the model, algorithm and their visualization, rather than teaching syntax and coding techniques. The basic principle here: if a student is able to build a holistic model and create an algorithm, then student is able to implement it on any certain language.
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